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1 Introduction 

Spatio-temporal data play an important role in science, both as observed natural phenomena 
like temperature curves or satellite imagery and as artificially generated data such as 
simulation results or statistical data derived from spatio-temporal phenomena. As a coarse but 
common classification, spatio-temporal data can be grouped into vectorial and rastered data. 
Vectorial data consist of points. Lines, and areas over a conceptually continuous space; raster 
data, on the other hand, consist of (usually large numbers) of values associated with points on 
a grid. While traditionally vector data have prevailed often (e.g., from earth surface 
triangulation), raster data recently have gained particular attention because (i) they generally 
tend to become easy to obtain and inexpensive (such as satellite imagery, weather simulation, 
or confocal microscopy) and (ii) storage volumes have increased enough to give online or at 
least nearline access to interesting amounts of data. Examples for multidimensional raster data 
are 1-D scalar measurements like temperature and radioactivity, 2-D satellite imagery 
spanning large seamless maps of the earth surface, 3-D image time series (x/y/t) and 
geophysical data (x/y/z), and 4-D climate models (x/y/z/t).  
Such raster data or Multidimensional Discrete Data (MDD) have been captured and stored 
since long, as they frequently form the ground truth of any further studies. However, in the 
age of Web-based information systems storage is not enough: data need to be shared, 
combined, and re-analysed.  
This is where database management systems (DBMSs) come in, being designed for 
maintaining large bodies of information for versatile search, locally or via Web. 
Unfortunately DBMSs traditionally do not support MDD structures, they only offer so-called 
blobs (binary large objects) consisting of encoded byte strings, similar to files [7]. As the 
encoding is unkown to the DBMS, no retrieval functionality is available. For example, map 
users want to rapidly obtain a low-res aerial image of some chosen area and resolution. 
Transferring the whole binary large (!) object to the client and doing extraction there is out of 
discussion, and extracting the cutout line by line by computing pixel adresses is (i) inefficient 
in general and (ii) impossible on compressed images. 
Situation is complicated by the fact that obviously there is a large variety of MDD. 
Challenges arise from the structural variety, evaluation complexity, and the sheer data 
volumes on hand. Actually it turns out that it is not sufficient to add MDD query elements to 



  

the standard DBMS query language, SQL. Efficient MDD support makes it indispensable to 
review the complete DBMS architecture and streamline its components.  
In this paper, we present a synopsis of our work on domain-independent MDD database 
support. Based on the rasdaman (“raster data manager”) middleware we show how MDD can 
be retrieved in a way that the user is presented with high-level information, derived from the 
original ground truth data, without complex application logic and thick clients. We present 
recent results from several EU funded projects (ESTEDI, NeuroGenerator, FOREMMS, 
EuroClim – see [12]) where rasdaman has been used as vehicle to study applications in geo 
imagery, environmental monitoring, climate modelling, Life Science, and several more. In 
Section 2, we sketch the rasdaman query language, followed by an architecture brief. Section 
3 discusses several application scenarios we have investigated. Section 4 gives a conclusion. 

2 Cross-dimensional Raster Data Manipulation 

The conceptual model of rasdaman centers around the notion of an n-D array (in the program-
ming language sense) which can be of any dimension, spatial extent, and array cell type. 
Following the relational database paradigm, rasdaman also supports sets of arrays. Hence, a 
rasdaman database can be conceived as a set of tables where each table contains a single 
array-valued attribute, augmented with a system-generated OID (object identifier). 
The rasdaman query language, RasQL, offers an algebra-based query language [1] which ex-
tends standard SQL92 with declarative MDD operators. The expressiveness of RasQL enables 
a wide range of signal processing, imaging, and statistical operations up to, e.g., the Fourier 
Transform. Server-based query evaluation relies on algebraic optimisation [9] and a 
specialised array storage manager [3].  

2.1 MDD Retrieval 
The rasql query language is based on standard SQL92 [13]. Like SQL, a query returns a set of 
items (in this case multidimensional units) taken from some database collection.  

2.1.1 Subsetting 
This includes trimming (rectangular cutouts) and section (extraction of lower-dimensional 
sub-arrays).  
Example 1: The following query retrieves a 2000x3000 cutout from every Landsat image in 
LandsatCollection: 

SELECT c[ 1001:3000, 1001:4000 ]  
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

Example 2: Let us assume that ClimateCollection contains one 4-D cube. The following 
query, then, extracts a 3-D volume at time frame 1020 from this cube: 

SELECT c[ 1020, *:*, *:*, *:* ] 
FROM   ClimateCollection AS c 

2.1.2 Induced Operations 
For each operation available on the MDD cell type, a corresponding so-called induced operat-
ion is provided which simultaneously applies the base operation to all cells of an MDD. Both 
unary (e.g., record access or contrast enhancement) and binary operations (e.g., masking an 
image) can be induced. 
Example 3: The query "Band 3 of all Landsat TM images, with intensity reduced by 2": 

SELECT c.band3 / 2 
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

Example 4: Classification, i.e. mapping of cell values to other values, is a common operation 
when dealing with remote sensing data, but also in other areas, such as business data analysis. 



  

Doing this in the DBMS on a potentially large set of images greatly eases the programmer's 
task. Our example (Fig. 2) classifies 8-bit DEM data of the Rocky Mountains into four 
distinct height levels ranging from 0 to 3. 

SELECT (d>=64  AND d<128)*1 + (d>=128 AND d<192)*2 + (d>=192 AND d<256)*3 
FROM   DEMCollection AS d 

Example 5: Fig. 3 shows the three visible bands of a satellite view on the South Spanish 
coast. The query below masks out all pixels from this image which are considered non-
vegetation due to their color value. 

SELECT c * (c.green > 130 AND c.red < 110 AND c.blue < 140) 
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

Obviously, more complex algorithms have to be used in a real-live applications, such as the 
Normalized Vegetation Index (NDVI): 
Example 6: “Derive the NDVI from a given Landsat scene, scale intensity to the usual grey-
scale range”: 

SELECT (char) ( 255c * abs(c.infrared – c.red) / (c.infrared + c.red) ) 
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

In general, MDD expressions can be used in the SELECT part of a query and, if the outermost 
expression result type is Boolean, also in the WHERE part. Therefore, we need a means to 
”collapse” MDD-valued expressions, such as induced comparisons, into scalar Boolean 
values. This is accomplished through so-called condensers. 

2.1.3 Deriving Summary Data 
Condenser operations - in standard SQL called aggregation - allow to summarize over all 
values from some spatial domain. The most common statistical operators are provided as 
shorthands, the others can be formulated explicitly. 
 

Example 7: “Percentage of green area within a Landsat scene” (simple, naïve form). 
SELECT count_cells( c.green > 127 ) / count_cells(c) * 100 
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

To process such queries efficiently, two system features have received particular attention. 
First, internal optimizations take care that, regardless of the actual query complexity, each cell 
will be touched at most once. Second, only the object identifiers are actually moved to the 
client, leaving the bulk load on the server, i.e., close to the data source.  

2.1.4 Format encoding 
By default, rasdaman delivers MDD in the client machine’s data representation, ready for 
further processing. On request, MDD are accepted or delivered using a particular data 
exchange format indicated in the query. This allows, among others, to directly feed query 
results into a Web browser (see Section 3.1). 
Example 8: “Band 3 of the Landsat images, TIFF coded”: 

      

Fig. 2: Classification of a 2-D DEM (left) into 4 elevation 
levels (middle) and section yielding a 1-D height profile (right).

     

Fig. 1: Landsat scene (left) and vegetation search 
(right); image courtesy of Spanish National 

Geographic Institute. 



  

SELECT tiff( c.band3 ) 
FROM   LandsatCollection AS c 

2.2 Storage Model 
Queries are evaluated close to the bulk data source, i.e., on the 
server. Storage and access optimization also take place there. 
The underlying storage model is based on multidimensional 
tiling, i.e., a decomposition in rectangular components (Fig. 3). 
Various tiling strategies have been designed, ranging from 
equidistant gridding [11] over user-defined hot spots with 
system-generated tiling completion to tiling based on access frequencies [3,4]. Tiles, which 
also form the units for transparent data compression, are stored as blobs in a standard DBMS.  

3 Application Scenarios 

From the application scenarions investigated in the course of several EU projects as well as 
commercial activities, we present some representative use cases and their specific challenges, 
ordered by the dimensionality of the raster data involved. See [12] and the publications listed 
there for more details. Having all the same database platform it is the application layers that 
diverge and need careful inspection. 

3.1 Scenario 1: 2-D Navigation 
The larger satellite image archives 
usually contain multi-Terabyte up 
to several Petabyte of imagery 
which conceptually form one or 
more maps (“mosaics”). Above all, 
users don’t want to realize image 
boundaries, but want to see a so-
called seamless map. Users want to 
get a downscaled overview 
(thumbnail), they want to get 
cutouts of particular regions at 
various zoom levels, they want to 
perform on-the-fly data analysis 
(like determining the vegetation index) and finally they want to download selected map 
portions in high resolution. Essentially this means extraction and presentation of small (some 
20 kB) to medium (some 100 MB) images from a database where 
each map object ranges from several dozen GB in size to multi-
Terabyte. 
The rasgeo Web front end to rasdaman allows map navigation and 
ordering [2]. Its task is to transform point&click interaction into 
rasdaman queries, including transformation of geographic to pixel 
coordinates. All image production (overlaying, coloring, scaling, 
format encoding) is done by rasdaman.  

3.2 Scenario 2: Human brain research (3-D) 
Many institutions all over the world have performed lots of experi-
ments to measure human brain activity in 3-D (x/y/z) and 4-D 
(x/y/z/t), with the ultimate goal of relating human brain anatomy to 
observed functional aspects [10]. Based on some statistical normalization process (whose 

Fig. 4: Map navigation using the rasgeo Web front-

Fig. 5: human brain 
activation map view

 

 
Fig. 3: sample 2-D tiling



  

discussion is out of the scope of this paper) users then want to do comparative statistical 
analysis: How do areas activated in some experiment relate to brain structure? Are some areas 
activated simultaneously? In which experiments has a particular area always been activated? 
The essential task here is to perform correlation analysis on as many brain images as possible, 
each one having some dozen MB. 
Example 10: “3-D tomograms with critical activations in the Hippocampus” (simplified): 

select ht 
from   HeadTomograms as ht, Hippocampus as mask 
where  count_cells( ht > 227 and mask ) / count_cells( mask ) > 0.7 

3.3 Scenario 3: Climate modelling (4-D) 
Supercomputers deliver simulation results as 4-D data sets of some given resolution [6]; the 
comparatively low-resolution ECHAMP T42 model, for example, covers the complete earth 
surface in 128 x 64 pixels and 17 height layers for a simulated time of 200 years at six hours 
resolution, yielding 2,190,000 time slices. For each physical parameter (variable), such as 
temperature and humidity this sums up to 2.5 TB per variable. Each run may involve up to 50 
and more variables. As simulation proceeds the time slices generated are written to files, 
usually a number of slices into one file. 
Users are interested in questions like “climate over specified region and time”, trend analysis, 
and standard statistics such as average/max/min. The challenge is, aside from the 
extraordinary large 4-D data cubes, to decouple data ingestion pattern (time slices) from user 
requests (usually range queries over time, i.e., perpendicular to ingest sequence). 

4 Conclusion 

MDD as a separate information category beside tabular data, fulltext data, and semantic nets 
gain more and more importance in the context of online data analysis. We feel that it is highly 
feasible to add MDD support to DBMSs to (i) achieve full information integration, (ii) 
provide flexible, query-based navigation and analysis, (iii) obtain well-defined open 
interfaces that allow vendor-independent tool coupling, and (iv) exploit existing data 
management techniques like triggers, constraints, multi-user and transaction support, backup, 
etc. 
An MDD DBMS is not an imaging system. The foremost task of a DBMS is to quickly 
deliver a (small to moderate) extract from a (usually large) base data set, and maybe do some 
not too specialized processing on the result data set. An imaging system, conversely, has 
sophisticated analysis and rendering capabilities but is not built to handle data sets larger than 
main memory. The fact that imaging systems like AVS recently tend to offer some disk 
management facilities while DBMSs today offer basic imaging extensions (like Oracle 
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Fig. 6: climate model ingest pattern 
(vertical slices) and timeline retrieval 

(horizontal plane) 

 
Fig. 7: 3-D section through 4-D climate 

simulation; data courtesy DKRZ (German 
Climate Computing Centre) 



  

interMedia) shows that both sides are coming closer to each other. Hopefully this will not 
lead to reinventing the other side’s wheel, but rather will lead to a common understanding of 
interfaces that allow to exploit and combine both sides’ strengths. 
With our work in both scientific projects and commercial activities, all using the rasdaman 
middleware as the common platform, we were able to demonstrate that the MDD paradigm is 
a feasible abstraction level for giving cross-disciplinary database support for measurement, 
image, and statistics data in a broad range of scientific disciplines.  
Resulting from several EU funded projects, rasdaman meantime has become commercially 
available [14]. Its main application focus currently is on geo imagery, like aerial and satellite 
images, thematic maps, and digital elevation data (like RADAR/LIDAR). In parallel, research 
on rasdaman continues; current focus is on issues such as query parallelization [8] and optim-
ized tertiary storage management [5]. Still there is a host of open issues that remains to be 
addressed, such as the expressiveness of MDD query languages, cost-based query optimisat-
ion, and determining optimal values for the tuning parameters under given application 
profiles. 
On the application side many fields are still untackled. We feel that further areas where MDD 
techniques can be feasible are, without limitation, geophysics, astrophysics, medical/bio-
logical imaging, OLAP / data warehousing, and finally distance learning tools for all these 
domains. 
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